A plant line schedule specifies a plant's sustained batch operations over time with detail sufficient to manage all activities. Plantwide considerations include restrictions on how production centers can be formed from production lines, packaging lines, conveyers, and so forth; the cost and time of product-package item setups, changeovers, and shutdowns; honoring instock service levels, minimum inventory, and committed shipments; recognizing efficiency gains with longer batch runs; respecting crew constraints; and the costs of materials, labor, and carrying inventory. We developed a cost-minimizing optimization model, PROFITS, that features multiple independent time streams for various categories of events that mimic existing periodic reviews of operations. PROFITS is embedded in a graphical user interface that eases the grueling aspects of scheduling: preparing data, controlling scenarios, and visualizing results. At Hidden Valley Manufacturing Company, completing an eight-week plant-line schedule takes about an hour. This is much faster than manual scheduling was-and the schedules are better. (Industries: agriculture-food. Production: scheduling-planning.) W e developed an optimization model for plantline scheduling of sustained, single-stage batch production and packaging of multiple productpackage items over a multiweek planning horizon. Most consumer products, with examples ranging from packaged food products to industrial lubricants, are produced and packaged in this way. We seek coordinated patterns of production and packaging that minimize total cost; costs include regular-time production, overtime production, item setup, item-to-item changeovers, item shutdown, and inventory storage, as well as penalties for shortages (unmet demand), safetystock violations, and ending-inventory violations. The amount of time lost performing item setups, changeovers, and shutdowns depends on the sequence of items produced. For each item, the model tracks beginning inventory, time-varying demand forecasts, committed shipments and times, and goals for safety stock and ending inventory. The plant has limited capacity for storing inventory.
Various production centers, running at potentially different rates, may produce a given item. The production rate of an item may improve with experience over the duration of a batch. A complete plant schedule is a recommended portfolio of campaigns, including the exact time of every event.
To select a plant schedule, one restricts the choice of a group of alternate candidate production campaigns and measures their joint consequences by periodically reviewing their collective influence on several types of system states. Reviewing a particular type of state at a particular time gives rise to an event of that type. Successive events of a given type demarcate a time epoch of that type ( Figure 1 ). The typeone epoch (the most aggregate) is the planning horizon. At this level, we summarize cost, production, and packaging activity, and the satisfaction of horizon-ending inventory goals. At each type-two event, we reconcile production and demand during the preceding type-two epoch with their consequences on the state of safety stock and inventory. At this review, we also assess plant availability at regular and overtime cost, plant inventory storage limits, and for each item, its demand, inventory-holding cost, and safety-stock goal. During each type-three epoch, line usage for both regular and overtime is limited, and simultaneous use of production and packaginglines is restricted because of limits on crew availability and plant layout. Production centers can be activated or deactivated only at a type-four event. Each type-five event is a planned shipment. More epoch types may be defined as needed.
A production center usually consists of just one production line and one packaging line, but their configurations may be more complex. Engineers develop standards for each configuration's aggregate operation and efficiency: For each production line, they set standard throughput rates for each product and productto-product changeover costs and times. For each packaging line, they also set throughput rates and costs and times for changing packages, cartons, or labels. For simple production centers, the aggregate rates and costs easily derive from the rates and costs of their components.
For item-to-item changeovers, which include special cases for empty-to-item setup and item-to-empty shutdown, changeover times and costs are sequencedependent (for example, a changeover from item A to item B may differ in cost and time from the reverse order). Empty-to-item setup times and costs are independent of any prior activity, and item-to-empty shutdown times and costs are independent of any following activity.
In the Appendix, we explain how to generate candidate production campaigns and describe an integer linear program, PROFITS, that selects the best plant schedule from a set of alternate campaigns.
Why a New Model?
Models for optimizing single-stage, multiple-item production and packaging range in scope from long-term master planning to short-term scheduling (Lawrence and Zanakis 1984) . Master-planning models use time epochs of weeks or months (for example, Nicholson and Pullen 1971) . Linear-programming (LP) masterplanning models ignore the fixed costs and delays of setups and changeovers. Integer linear programs (ILPs) for master planning typically represent setup time as a fixed time and setup cost by a fixed charge incurred whenever nonzero production of an item occurs in an epoch (for example, Brown et al. 1981) . To limit the number of integer variables, the developers of such models seldom directly capture item-to-item changeovers. These ILP models do a better job than LP models in accounting for multiple-item production, inventory, and limited shared capacity but still do a poor job of representing setups and changeovers.
In contrast, short-term production-scheduling models typically represent every admissible sequence of operations in terms of pair-wise orders and cover a time horizon of just a few hours. Integer linear programs of such representations suffer from the curse of dimensionality: Representing fixed charges and times for item-to-item changeovers requires a binary decision variable for every ordered pair of items. Scheduling models do a good job of accounting for setup and changeover costs and delays. But, because the consequences of independent sequences of operations are awkward to accumulate in a common, fixed-time increment, scheduling models do a poor job of representing limited capacities, especially shared capacities. In practice, to solve such scheduling models, when the The state of inventory for each item is accounted for only at the transition from one day (type-two epoch) to the next and is based on the inventory at the start of the day, the day's demand, and daily production from the production campaigns. The number of production and packaging lines operating simultaneously is restricted during each shift (type-three epoch). Here, no line is available during the night shift on Tuesday, only one production and packaging line is available for the swing shift on Tuesday, and two packaging and production lines are available for all other shifts. Production campaign 2 starts with a setup, produces item A, continues with a changeover, produces item B, and terminates with a shutdown. Production campaign 3 starts producing item E on Monday at the beginning of period 4 (type-four epoch); production centers can start or stop only at the transition from one type-four epoch to the next. Campaign 3 shows a situation where neither an initial setup nor a final shutdown is required. Two shipments are scheduled at 1:45 pm and at 12:20 am: these are type-five events.
models have more than a few items or have extended time horizons, we resort to heuristics (for example, Kuik and Salomon 1990, Glover and Laguna 1997) . Most of these heuristics can't tell you how far from optimal their schedules are, and the heuristics that do offer model-specific bounds typically give only weak bounds. Heuristics are delicate, requiring a lot of handcrafted tuning, and the best prescription for finding better schedules is of uncertain effectiveness: keep searching.
Master-planning models are inadequate for plantline scheduling when setups, item-to-item changeovers, and shutdowns are too significant to approximate. LP models cannot represent the essential but concave features of efficiency that improve with batch size. Short-term scheduling models attend to detail finer than needed to manage plant-line operations and do a poor job of identifying and allocating scarce resources.
A heuristic hybrid of LP and a quadratic assignment model (Geoffrion and Graves 1976) has been used to schedule plant lines. This hybrid has been extended to larger scale for other scheduling problems (Sibre 1977) .
The bleach-line tool never produced acceptable schedules.
This hybrid is a clever technique, and it can provide good solutions quickly, but it requires a lot of tuning, both of its sequencing heuristic and to control iterations between the LP and sequencing. And it's a heuristic that does not produce a very good objective assessment of solution quality.
The PROFITS model is a multiperiod, multiproduct model for production lot-sizing and scheduling with both local and plantwide resource limitations. The model represents sequence-dependent setup times and costs on parallel, nonidentical production centers that can be configured to operate simultaneously only in limited combinations. The closest model we find in the literature is by Kang et al. (1999) , who assume zero setup times, no joint production-center limitations, minimum and maximum lot sizes that are independent of items and production centers, and no plantwide inventory limits.
The variety of time epochs is a distinguishing feature here. Without such a variety, we must massage the data into some universal time increment without overaggregating or assuming greater time fidelity than is justified. This is difficult. Worse, forcing a single timeperiod duration on a decision-support system inflicts on its users the burden of fabricating data to suit the system. It is much better and easier to provide a timing mechanism for the model to match the time resolution at which each process is managed. In practice, we need only a few types of periodic-review intervals, and although each epoch type can in principle have varying duration and be independent of other types, most epoch types have fixed length, and epoch types align in natural, nested periodic intervals (for instance, hours, half-shifts, shifts, days, weeks).
Real-world production-line schedules are expressed in terms of campaigns, familiar features of ubiquitous Gantt charts (Clark 1922) . The scheduler needs direct means to visualize, evaluate, and if necessary manually control most details of a planned campaign. Neither master-planning models, using fixed-length time epochs, nor event-scheduling models, using sequences, express production plans directly in terms of campaigns.
We use time-cumulative goals for production and inventory because a cumulative violation under or over these goals persists over time until it is remedied. Time-cumulative goals promote plant schedules that have "persistence" (Brown et al. 1997) : When you can't meet goals immediately, it is desirable to meet them as soon as possible thereafter so that the total effort stays in concert with the overall guidance provided.
We assume that a production campaign will not require too many events. Otherwise, we would have to limit the number of event-permutation schedules that are generated as alternate candidate campaigns, and we might thus overlook a good campaign. Fortunately, this has not proven to be a practical concern. Even a plant operating 24x7 incorporates planned maintenance, safety meetings, weekend shift changes, and so forth into its schedule. In reality, production campaigns are interrupted during planned epochs, and this is a saving grace. Also, eliminating very minute details-ignoring differences that don't make a difference-in admissible production campaigns limits their numbers.
The PROFITS integer linear program is a large setpacking model with many side constraints. (A typical instance has several hundred packing constraints, thousands of side constraints, thousands of binary variables, and many hundreds of thousands of technological coefficients.) The set pack provides the essential combinatoric scheduling advice, while the side constraints govern the usual LP concerns about goals and scarce resources. The power of this model comes at a price: Instances can be very difficult to solve. Each binary column can have hundreds of nonzero coefficients, and this characteristic is widely believed to be the hallmark of a difficult set pack. Hoffman and Padberg (1993) , for example, show that problems get harder to solve as the number of rows and coefficients per column increase, and they say that their hardest problems seem to derive from adding side constraints. We have invested a lot of time learning how to solve such models (Brown and Olson 1994) . But it is not lost on us that if we encounter a problem we can't solve, this set pack is ideally suited (with all binary variables) for simple heuristic search: We hope not to have to resort to a heuristic.
Implementation
PROFITS offers some additional features that permit its use in the real world (Figures 2, 3, 4 , 5, and 6). Foremost, everything is viewed and manipulated in a graphical user interface and modeling environment built for the purpose. We used the PowerVista developer toolkit (2001) because it offers fast prototyping, good scalability, an embedded database, links to widely available commercial spreadsheet and database packages, user-customizable screens and reports, Webenabled features, and most important, graphics of excellent quality. Initial development required about a month, and continuing maintenance and support takes a day now and then.
The interface displays demand data, production and changeover data, production center assignments, and complete plant-line schedules in both conventional tabular form and graphically. The interface has the look and feel of a Windows application, but it is designed to support an experienced production scheduler: The displays are dense with function buttons and features reminding the scheduler what procedures must be carried out, offering instant navigation from any point in the database to any other, automatic cataloging of multiple versions of a given problem for parallel analysis and comparison, and function buttons that simplify complicated operations on the data and enable easy manual override of part or all of any schedule.
PROFITS accepts and respects user mandates, such as "produce exactly according to this schedule for the first seven days, produce no more than 100,000 units of this item before the ninth day, and produce at least 50,000 units of this item by the 10th day."
The various displays are all endowed with features one expects nowadays, such as flyover, drilldown, and help wizards. The distinctive tool icons invoke special actions, such as the bulk import of a scenario from an exogenous business system and cataloging alternate plant schedules for the same plant or for many plants.
Preparing a plant-line schedule from the initial import of data to the first complete (candidate) schedule can take as little as 10 minutes when users have already prepared the static engineering changeover data. Initially setting up such engineering standards and refining them takes much longer, but the result is durable.
Hidden Valley Food Products Company
In the 1960s, guests at the Hidden Valley Ranch in the Santa Ynez mountains of Southern California fell in love with its salad dressing. As time went on, many others did too as the ranch satisfied demand for the dressing through a successful mail-order business selling to all 50 states and 32 foreign countries. In 1970, the company moved production of the original Hidden Valley Ranch salad dressing-a dry packet of seasonings to which the consumer adds buttermilk and mayonnaise-to Sparks, Nevada. The Clorox Company bought the business in 1972. Today, it has manufacturing sites in Reno, Nevada, and Wheeling, Illinois that produce a portfolio of brands, including the original Hidden Valley dressing and dips, bottled Hidden Valley salad dressings, KC Masterpiece barbeque sauces and marinades, Kitchen Bouquet browning sauce, and Salad Crispins.
Hidden Valley bottled brands-covering more than 75 items, 30 flavors, and 15 package sizes-are produced in continuous mixing and filling operations. Each process line mixes dry and liquid raw materials into a dressing or sauce ready for packaging. Automated packaging lines fill, package, and palletize the finished products, which are then shipped to retail and institutional customers. To insure the highest standards in flavor, purity, and sanitation, Hidden Valley spends time and money on certain flavor changeovers.
Because most products have limited shelf lives, the company must synchronize production closely with shipping. Many raw materials have long lead times and short shelf lives: schedules must forecast rawmaterials requirements accurately. There is also a package-to-package changeover matrix. Changeovers may also be a function of the production center or common item attributes (for example, package type), and PROFITS provides similar changeover views for these attributes. The total impact of a particular changeover is defined as a function of all such components.
As Hidden Valley has grown, it has invested in process and package technology to gain operational flexibility. For example, it can now produce many product flavors and sizes on various processing and packaging lines, and a single processing line can now simultaneously serve multiple packaging lines.
Production flexibility helps the company to provide good customer service but complicates scheduling. A plant-line scheduler, manually balancing production capacity with raw-material availability, finished goods inventories, and shipping plans, may only have time to develop a schedule that works. By 1996, Hidden Valley recognized that it needed to make scheduling more systematic. It wanted to automate the time-consuming task of evaluating alternatives, enabling the scheduler to function at a higher level in the business and to deliver better and more comprehensive schedules to the production floor.
Clorox has an optimization-based scheduling system for its bleach lines, and it tried to convert this application for use at Hidden Valley. However, scheduling the bottled-dressing lines is considerably more complex than scheduling bleach production. The bleach-line tool never produced acceptable schedules or reasonable run times.
Clorox decided to get an entirely new plant-line scheduling system, customized for Hidden Valley and meeting the following requirements:
-Over an eight-week planning horizon, to schedule production of over 75 different items from more than 30 flavors and 15 package sizes; -To try to satisfy all inventory-level and in-stock service targets; -To follow all plant and production-center calendars; -To consider all possible production centers that combined process and packaging lines, including those with one process and two packaging lines; -To respect crew availability; -To schedule all changeover and sanitation activities in concert with production campaigns; -To minimize the full schedule cost, including variable production costs of materials, labor, and carrying inventory; -To make it easy for the scheduler to provide expert advice, express special scheduling requirements, or even freeze all or parts of an existing production schedule; and -To complete a finished production schedule in an hour or less. 
Hidden Valley Results
Using PROFITS, a plant scheduler can generate an eight-week plant production schedule in five or 10 minutes on a personal computer. The system considers daily inventory status and honors shift-by-shift crew limits on production-center operations and honors constraints every half shift on utilization of production lines and packaging lines. The optimization usually offers a solution with acceptable service levels (percent of demand satisfied) and inventory levels (percent of desired inventory achieved) that the scheduler can use immediately with only a few minor adjustments. We think the solutions we get are about as good as one can get under current business conditions. A complete planning cycle (from data review through finished schedule) has dropped from more than four hours to less than one.
We ran a blind test between an experienced scheduler (under normal production pressures) and PROFITS (Figure 7) . The total plant-line schedule cost was roughly the same for the two schedules. Labor utilization was about the same. However, labor and equipment are used much more efficiently when the schedule minimizes the time lost in setting up, operating, changing over, and shutting down to produce the right Figure 6 : This is the same plant line schedule shown in Figure 5 , but this graph makes the upcoming demand surge for item 1 more visible, and it is easier to see the safety-stock shortage that heralds it, the anticipatory production run building inventory, and the inventory draw-down when the demand surge arrives. By the end of this part of the planning horizon, the demand surge has been accommodated and the system has settled back to normal levels of activity. Such ad hoc PROFITS graphical depictions illustrate and thus help explain unusual line-scheduling events. products at the right times. Service and inventory levels improve, and the plants react better to the inevitable demand surprises.
Conclusion
Plant-line scheduling is complex, and a good scheduler must master a host of details about every aspect of plant operation. Few schedulers claim to be able to do this daunting task perfectly. PROFITS suggests schedules that aren't perfect, because many details are too mundane to implement in a computer package and are better left to the experienced scheduler. We implemented the essential details about the costs and efficiency of production via a graphical user interface that makes reviews and changes easy. The underlying model mimics existing review intervals and management cycles and thus reduces abstraction and enhances face validity of solutions. PROFITS invites expert advice and transparently incorporates such guidance. The goal is not to automate scheduling but to schedule better.
Epilogue
The background research, mathematical modeling, graphical user interface, programming, testing, and refining, and everything else we describe constitute about a quarter of the work required to complete an implementation and support its continuing operation. We learned some transcendent lessons from the remaining three-quarters of the work. When you ask people to do things differently, you need some form of change management. Even if they hate the current arrangement, they will often cling to Work to get users comfortable with, rather than intimidated by, computers.
the status quo as a security blanket. To implement a new arrangement successfully, you must lead through the change and be ready to learn from the experience along with everyone else.
Some decision-support applications are designed for executives, some for managers, and some for operators. Applications for capital budgeting, strategic supply-chain design, master planning and the like are typically designed for managers. In contrast, while plant-line scheduling may have to be sold to executives, it must be used by schedulers, and schedulers have to deal directly with the people actually doing the work. The issues are different, and details really matter. Schedulers know their business, and their success depends on their credibility on the plant floor. They deal day to day with crews and perhaps with union stewards. They cannot, however, aggregate, approximate, or just assume away and ignore the essential details. Employee compensation may or may not be tied to the performance measures you are trying to optimize with the application.
To ensure a successful implementation, you must do the following:
Encourage buy-in from top management-those who will hold you accountable for making the change-as well as from their subordinates. If people don't give the application a fair chance, you may be frustrated and risk failure.
Objectively assess your users and their capabilities. They must be able to follow basic business procedures prior to implementing a new software tool. Document what procedures are in place. If some related procedure is a problem, is missing, or is informal tribal knowledge, you must shore up users' skills prior to implementation. Work to get users comfortable with, rather than intimidated by, computers. Leverage new capabilities. The following situation offers a typical opportunity: A production line is scheduled to run 5,000 cases of item A over two eighthour shifts, then do a four-hour changeover to run item B. The A run goes better than expected, and the 5,000 cases are finished in only 1.5 shifts. The optimal schedule directs an immediate changeover. The crew argues for taking advantage of the run efficiencies through the end of the shift (an extra 1,600 cases of production). What to do?
If we've done our work right, it should be easier than it was before to visualize and to assess such an opportunity quickly. That so much descriptive information is instantly available with every proposed schedule makes it easy to ponder changes, whether by just seeing the line has capacity or by making another model run. Producing the extra product is not free, and one can estimate the extra material, processing, and carrying costs. Perhaps not all of the extra product can be sold within its shelf life, and the firm will face return and disposal costs. Why produce a product before it's needed? If the employees are working straight time, the firm pays labor cost whether they produce or not, what's best for the business? The rationale for an informed decision may be instructive for the crew and the scheduler, and it may be used to improve the model. Anticipate evolution. The schedulers and the decision-support system will improve with experience. Nothing refines engineering standards more than an optimization model exploiting them. Schedulers develop rules of thumb from experience, and they will improve them as they gain insight from the system. Sooner or later, some scheduler will decide that the system isn't doing much better than a manual schedule based on the latest rules of thumb and may be tempted Schedulers know how to break rules and get away with it.
to skip the computer sessions. Manual scheduling may work for a while, but eventually some signal event will arise for which optimization prescribes a completely unforeseen alternative, deals with a new bottleneck, or otherwise renders some insight. Conversely, schedulers know how to break rules and get away with it. The goal is synergism among the schedulers and their decision-support system, not antagonism.
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SELECT ʦ {0, 1} ∀c, For each time epoch t2, each constraint (1) expresses that cumulative production of item i should equal cumulative demand by the end of that epoch and (2) additionally stipulates that cumulative production of item i less cumulative demand by the end of that epoch should meet a minimum inventory goal. The symbols and denote elastic constraints: For instance, • • • Յ, ‫,ס‬ Ն constraint (1) charges a linear penalty per unit violation below its cumulative demand goal (unmet demand) or a different linear penalty per unit violation above this goal (carrying inventory). Brown et al. (1997) further motivate cumulative goals and this presentation style.
Each elastic constraint (3) expresses the maximum storage goal at the end of epoch t2. During each epoch t3, an elastic constraint (4) limits work-center-type m crew utilization. During each epoch t4, an inelastic packing constraint (5) limits the utilization of each work center w. By the end of epoch t5, an elastic constraint (6) tries to accumulate sufficient production of item i to meet a scheduled shipment. Campaign selections are binary (7).
The objective function (8) expresses for planning horizon epoch t1 the total cost of all selected production campaigns plus any penalties for violating elastic constraints.
This model is solved with an algorithm (that is, Brown and Olson's [1994] ) that expresses the elastic penalties logically so that the model appears to the solver to be expressed exclusively in terms of binary variables.
This model can be extended to accommodate multistage production. The best alternative for multistage production depends upon whether intermediate items can be stored in inventory or not, whether the stages are serial or only partially ordered, and whether production uses fixed recipes. For instance, in our experience, pharmaceutical production involves a sequence of brewing and purifying batch operations over a fairly long time horizon. This type of production can be well expressed by having each item induce a demand for its predecessor items and by letting demand for the finished item attract the optimal preceding productionscheduling chain. Within each type-two epoch, at most one stage of batch production is active. Petrochemical refining and blending are similar but may employ continuous-process production campaigns that run for extended periods, consuming multiple intermediate input items and producing multiple output items. Typetwo events update inventory resulting from production and external demand and from internal process consumption and production of all affected items. A job shop has many items, each requiring a particular sequence of operations on the production facilities. Here, simultaneous production campaigns each consist of exactly one setup, production run and shutdown, type-four epochs deconflict simultaneous demands for individual production lines, and each production line is used for at most one item in any type-four epoch.
